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Cats, Lincoln Center, Fort Collins, March 9, 2006. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Write a review of “Cats,” the venerable and POPULAR stage production that stayed forever on 

Broadway and in London? You mean the show featuring music by Andrew Lloyd Webber and 

the words based on poet TS Eliot’s “Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats”? Whatever for? It’s 

kind of like reviewing “Oklahoma” or “The Wizard of Oz”- it has become a standard of 

contemporary entertainment that perhaps needs no more reviews. 

 

However, to celebrate the 25
th

 anniversary of when the show first opened in London in 1981, 

“Cats” is on tour and playing to thousands of people who have probably never seen the show. To 

many along the tour route, “Cats” is actually a NEW show. So why not take a look at how this 

stage classic fares in 2006? Let’s let the fur fly. 

 

The good news is that “Cats” remains an impressive production- even in its touring form. 

Rousing group numbers and feature solo spots feature a balance between operatic vocalizing and 

sinuous dancing. The stylized urban stage setting is versatile- offering multiple exits and 

entrances for the characters. Colorful lighting is strung up above the audience beyond the stage 

area, and the boundaries between performers and audience members is blurred as characters 

occasionally make their way off and on the stage. 

 

However, in watching the production at the Lincoln Center, I had to wonder what the value was 

of an entire show devoted to the personalities of cats. A kind of story emerges from the show, but 

it is not particularly engaging beyond the swirl of costumes and the often times frenetic stage 

action. Just for comparison’s sake, when you place “Cats” side by side with something like 

“Rent,” a more contemporary hit, I’m afraid the yowling confessions of cat characters just 

doesn’t mean very much. 

 

Or does it? Maybe this is where TS Eliot comes in. Eliot’s cat poems are a far cry from the 

serious dryness of “The Wasteland.” Their whimsical nature, however, may simply be masking 

the underlying meanings. It becomes obvious that the cats reflect human personalities and 

values. Their trials, met with a certain feline slant, are like human trials. Bad mixes with good, 

triumph replaces disheartenment and the wisdom of community prevails over destructive 

influences. That the show seems a little light in the saddle bags philosophically is actually a 

misconception. 

 

If there was a real problem from my seat for the March 9 performance, it was the sound mix. I 

found myself leaning forward often to try to catch enough of the singing to follow the story. 

Defective mikes at times further disrupted the sound. However, this problem was limited to the 

singers. The live band performing in the orchestra pit was coming through loud and clear. In fact 

my favorite parts of this entire production were the innovative instrumental segue parts, often 

very atmospheric and musically progressive. 



Probably the most anachronistic thing about the whole deal- not counting the stage show mini 

opera form itself- was the cheesy synthesizer parts that occasionally dominated. 

 

So does “Cats” work in the 21
st
 Century? The answer has to be yes, because basically it IS 

working- I mean the show is currently on tour, isn’t it? The wonder of the younger members of 

the audience was probably just as fresh as when I took my own daughter to see “Cats” on 

Broadway 12 years ago. That the show has a kind of innocent way of introducing more 

complicated subjects is perhaps kind of a relief- it’s just for fun with maybe just a little 

something to think about in the end. Not particularly heavy, not serious and not disturbing, 

“Cats” still manages to remain memorable by the sheer creative force of the original vision. Cats 

are like people? They can be, thanks to Eliot’s musings- and great costumes.  


